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Abstract

High-angle-of-attack flight regime research is cur-

rently being conducted for modem fighter aircraft at

the NASA Ames Research Center's Dryden Flight

Research Facility. This flight regime provides en-

hanced maneuverability to fighter pilots in combat sit-

uations. Flight research data are being acquired to

compare and validate advanced computational fluid

dynamic solutions and wind-tunnel models. High-

angle-of-attack flight creates unique aerodynamic phe-

nomena including wing rock and buffet on the air-

frame. These phenomena increase the level of exci-

tation of the structural modes, especially on the verti-

cal and horizontal stabilizers. With high gain digital

flight-control systems, this structural response may re-
suit in an aeroservoelastic interaction.

A structural interaction on the X-29A aircraft was

observed during high-angle-of-attack flight testing.

The roll and yaw rate gyros sensed the aircraft's struc-

tural modes at 11, 13, and 16 Hz. The rate gyro output

signals were then amplified through the flight-control

laws and sent as commands to the flaperons and redder.

The flight data indicated that as the angle of attack in-

creased, the amplitude of the buffet on the vertical sta-
bilizer increased, which resulted in more excitation to

the structural modes. The flight-control system sensors

and command signals showed this increase in modal

power at the structural frequencies up to 30 ° angle of

attack. Beyond 30 ° angle of attack, the vertical sta-
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bilizer response, the feedback sensor amplitude, and

control surface command signal amplitude remained

relatively constant. Data are presented that show the

increased modal power in the aircraft structural ac-

celerometers, the feedback sensors, and the command

signals as a function of angle of attack. This structural

interaction is traced from the aerodynamic buffet to the

flight-control surfaces.
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FFT
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Administration

power spectral densities

sampling time

angle of attack, deg

Introduction

The trend of today's aircraft design is toward more

flexible, structurally efficient aircraft with high gain

flight-control systems. This trend has led to increas-

ing occurrences of the flight-control system dynamics

interacting with the aeroelastic response of the aircraft

and the emergence of a relatively new discipline called

aeroservoelasticity (ASE). l These interactions involve



the unsteady aerodynamics, the flight-control system,

and the structural dynamics of an aircraft. In mild

cases these interactions can increase dynamic loads on

the flight-control surfaces, cause additional fatigue cy-

cles on critical structure, or lead to unforeseen flight

control system anomalies with feedback sensors and

redundancy management schemes. In more severe
cases these ASE interactions can lead to a limited am-

plitude oscillation or an ASE instability.

Improved test methods and analytical tools have

been developed to better understand, predict, and pre-
vent ASE interactions and instabilities. 2,3 ,4 The accu-

racy of the results from these analytical methods de-

pend on a number of modeling details that are difficult

to define and predict. Consequently, ASE interactions

and instabilities have been encountered in flight that

were not predicted through such analysis. 5,6,7

The X-29A forward-swept wing aircraft uses a high

gain digital flight-control system. Its current flight-

test program at the NASA Ames-Dryden Flight Re-

search Facility explores the high-angle-of-attack flight

regime. During flight envelope expansion up through

45 ° angle of attack, an ASE interaction was observed

between the buffet on the aircraft, the structural modal

response, and the flight-control system in the lateral-
directional axis. The small motion of the control sur-

faces caused by the ASE interaction did not sustain or

cause a limited amplitude oscillation. The interaction

was caused by an unsteady aerodynamic phenomenon

called buffet exciting the aircraft at its modal frequen-

cies. This interaction during higher speed maneuvers

played a part in the control surface actuator commands

miscomparing in an actuator's hydraulic logic. This

miscomparison resulted in the actuator reconfiguration

during flight. The actuator reconfiguration caused an

increase in flight-test time caused by requirements for

repeat flight maneuvers and was one ofthe catalysts for

control law and hardware design changes in the flight-
control system.

Aircraft Description

The X-29A (Fig. 1) incorporates many new tech-

nologies, the most evident of which is the forward-

swept wing. s The wing is made up of aeroelastically

tailored advanced composite wing skins which have

been designed to avoid structural divergence and en-

sure structural integrity within the flight envelope.

Dual hinged trailing-edge flaperons provide both aero-

dynamic camber and roll control. Directional control

is provided by a conventional rudder. The variable in-

cidence canards, wing flaperons, and strake flaps oper-

ate together to achieve minimum trim drag. The vehi-

cle is statically unstable in pitch, with a negative static

margin of up to 35 percent of the mean aerodynamic

chord at subsonic speeds and does not achieve neutral

stability until speeds of approximately Mach 1.4.

Flight-Control System

The flight-control laws for high-angle-of-attack

flight are similar to those of the basic design described

in reference 9 for flight up to 10° angle of attack. The

high-angle-of-attack flight-control laws contain modi-

fications for flight above lff' angle of attack. 1°

This section provides a brief description of the high-

angle-of-attack FCS lateral-directional axis, since it
was this axis in which the ASE interaction was ob-

served. Figure 2 is a simplified schematic of the

lateral-directional control laws. The high-angle-of-

attack lateral-directional flight-control laws use only

the roll rate and yaw rate sensors for feedback signals

above 10° angle of attack. Below 10° angle of attack
lateral acceleration is also used as a feedback sensor.

The flight-control law gains are various functions of

dynamic pressure, Mach number, altitude, and angle

of attack. The flight-control computer (FCC) updates
surface commands at a rate of 40 Hz. All of the sen-

sor paths have anti-aliasing filters while only the lat-

eral acceleration and the yaw rate paths have additional

notch filters. The notch filters were provided for atten-

uation of the feedback signals at the critical structural

resonant frequency of 11 Hz. The entire low-angle-of-

attack envelope (o_ < 20, M _< 1.48, h _< 52,000 ft)
was cleared without the need for a notch filter in the

roll rate path.

Instrumentation

The aircraft instrumentation which helped detect the
interaction consisted of the structural accelerometers

and flight-control system (FCS) parameters (rate gy-
ros, lateral accelerometers, actuator commands, and

position signals). The locations of the structural ac-

celerometers and rate gyros are shown in Fig. 3. A
digital data bus provided access to the flight-control

computer commands and feedback path signals. The

feedback signals were analyzed at the point after the

analog signal is digitized and the command signals



were analyzed at the point before the signal is con-

verted from digital to analog (D/A) (Fig. 2). The

sample rate was 400 samples/sec for the structural

accelerometers and was 40 samplesdsec for the FCS

parameters.

Flight Conditions and Data Analysis

The analyzed flight conditions were 1-0 flight enve-

lope expansion test points for angles of attack from 10

to 45 ° . The entry speed for the high-angle-of-attack

maneuvers was between 120 and 140 knots equiva-

lent airspeed (KEAS). Higher entry speed maneuvers

of 160 and 200 KEAS were also evaluated during the

X-29A research. Entry altitude was 38,000 ft with an

altitude loss of 5,000 to 13,000 ft occurring during the

test maneuver. The minimum recovery altitude was

25,000 ft. The flight-control feedback gains were pri-

marily a function of dynamic pressure and angle of

attack which remained relatively constant during the
maneuvers.

During the high-angle-of-attack flight maneuvers,

the aircraft structure was being excited by the forebody

vortices impinging on the vertical stabilizer. The wing

also experienced separated flow for angles of attack

greater than 15° , which added to the excitation. This

excitation will be referred to as buffet.

The flight data were analyzed using fast Fourier

transform (FFT) routines to obtain power spectrum

densities (PSDs) of the vertical stabilizer structural ac-

celerometers, the rate gyros, actuator commands, and

surface position signals. The PSDs were used to find

the frequency content of the signals and to determine

the modal power in the frequency range of concern.

The modal power was determined by amplitude sum-

mation of the data in a frequency range from 10 Hz to

20 Hz, in other words an integration of the area under

the PSD curve. The modal power values from selected

structural accelerometers and the rudder and flap posi-

tion sensors were determined for each angle of attack

flown in the range of 10 to 45 ° angle of attack. These

data were plotted against angle of attack to show ef-
fects of the increased structural mode interaction as the

aircraft flew at increasingly higher angles of attack.

Discussion of the Interaction

A structural interaction on the X-29A aircraft was

observed during high-angle-of-attack flight testing.

Aerodynamic buffet excited the aircraft's structural

modes at 11, 13, and 16 Hz, thereby causing signals at

these frequencies to be measured by the roll rate and

yaw rate gyros. The rate gym output signals were then

amplified through the flight-control laws and sent to

the ftaperons and rudder as additional commands.

Figure 4 is a flowchart showing structural interac-
tion. The flowchart follows the interaction from the

aircraft's response caused by the buffet through the

flight-control system to the aircraft's control surfaces.

Each aspect of the interaction will be discussed in the

following sections using data from selected structural
accelerometers and feedback sensors. All the PSDs

shown are at an angle of attack of 30 ° , which was the

angle of attack at which the buffet amplitudes peaked
and started to level off.

Aerodynamic Buffet and the Aircraft Elastic

Structural Response

As the aircraft's angle of attack increased, the in-

tensity of the buffet on the vertical tail also increased.

The increased buffet intensity caused an increase in

the structural dynamic response of the airframe. This

increase in dynamic response with angle of attack is

shown by the modal power plots for selected struc-

tural accelerometers in Fig. 5. Increases in the air-

speed also added greatly to the dynamic response as

shown in the accelerometer data Fig. 6. In Fig. 5, the

modal power increases approximately one and one-

half orders of magnitude between 10 and 30 ° angle of

attack but remains fairly constant from 30 to 45 ° an-

gle of attack. Also shown is that the vertical stabilizer

dynamic response is greater than that of the wing tips.

Figure 6 shows that the accelerometers on the vertical

stabilizer were responding more to the increased buffet

at the higher speeds than the wing tips and flaperons.

A PSD of the rudder trailing-edge structural ac-

celerometer signal at 30 ° angle of attack is shown in

Fig. 7. There are three major structural response fre-

quencies in the data. The first two are at 11 and 13 Hz

and their response levels are approximately one or-

der of magnitude greater than the noise floor. The

third peak is at 16 Hz with a response level two orders

of magnitude greater than the noise floor. From the

ground vibration test of the X-29A, It the 11-Hz mode

had been identified as an antisymmetric wing bend-

ing, the 13-Hz mode as a fuselage lateral bending, and

the 16-Hz mode as vertical stabilizer bending. These



structuralfrequencieswere also observed in the data
from other structural accelerometers on the aircraft.

Flight-Control Sensor Feedback and

Flight-Control System

As a result of the increased buffet on the aircraft,

the roll and yaw rate gyros also sensed the structural

modes. The PSDs of the rate gyro outputs (Fig. 8)

show a high amplitude roll rate feedback between 10

and 20 Hz with the structural response peaks at 11,

13, and 16 Hz. The yaw rate signal over the same

frequency band and flight conditions is approximately

three orders of magnitude less and does not appear

to be significant, which may be partially attributed to

the additional notch filter at 11.2 Hz in the yaw rate

path. The flowchart in Fig. 4 shows that the output

from the rate gyros is sent through the flight-control

system where the flight-control laws amplify the sig-

nal, then send it out as commands to the actuators.

Control Surface Actuator Command

The high amplitude roll rate feedback signal is now

being commanded to the rudder and ftaperon surfaces

by the FCS. The PSDs of the flight-control computer

commands to the rudder and flaperon channels are

shown in Fig. 9. The rudder and flaperon command

PSDs along with the roll rate signal PSD (Fig. 8) show

similar frequency content. The structural resonant fre-

quencies at 11, 13, and 16 Hz are apparent and the

modal power trends are similar to the aircraft structural

accelerometers shown in Fig. 5.

Rudder and Flap Actuators

The roll-off characteristics of the rudder and flap

actuators, coupled with the rotational inertias of the
control surfaces, tend to attenuate much of the actual

control surface response at the high frequencies. The

PSDs of the rudder and outboard flap position, shown

in Fig. 10, still retain control surface response to the

high frequency commands between 10 and 20 Hz. The

resonant frequencies at 11, 13, and 16 Hz are again ap-

parent. The relative amplitude of the position signal is

approximately two orders of magnitude less than the

amplitude of the commanded signals in this frequency

band (Fig. 9). At and above 30* angle of attack the

rudder and flaperon displacement were from +0.2 to

-1-0.4° shown by the modal powers in Fig. 11.

Surface Motion Induced Unsteady

Aerodynamics

The small displacements of the rudder and flaperon

would slightly affect the unsteady aerodynamics. This

displacement would only produce a small amount of
additional structural excitation because of the small ro-

tational inertias of the control surfaces. In addition, the

control surface effectiveness is reduced because of the

low dynamic pressure flight conditions which again re-
sult in little structural excitation. The control surface-

induced unsteady aerodynamic excitation was washed

out by the high buffet excitation on the aircraft. As a

result, the aerodynamics which are needed to sustain

or cause a limited amplitude oscillation of the verti-

cal stabilizer are not present in the interaction. The

absence of the aerodynamics creates an open-loop sit-

uation which means that the path represented by the

dotted line in Fig. 4 is negligible in this case.

Consequences of the Interaction

Although this interaction did not produce an insta-

bility, an adverse effect of the feedback interaction oc-

curred during the higher speed maneuvers while the

aircraft was flying at 30 ° angle of attack or above.

The servoactuator was reconfigured and a servoactua-

tor failure annunciator light was illuminated during the

flight-test point, caused in part by the increased sur-

face activity as shown in Fig. 6. A schematic of the

servoactuator hydraulic system is shown in Fig. 12.

Each actuator, controlled by three independent servo-

vatves, operates one surface. Each servovalve receives

a signal from one of the three FCCs. The hydraulic

output from the servovalves is sent to a hydraulic vot-

ing block to compare the three outputs. If the servo-

valve output pressures agree within the specified lim-

its, the average signal from servovalve one and two is

used as the command to the actuator power ram (S1

is closed in Fig. (12)). If any of the servovalve output

pressures do not agree, the servoactuator is reconfig-

ured and a warning light is illuminated in the cockpit.
An error in servovalve 1 or servovalve 2 results in a

recofifiguratibn consisting of using the signal from ser-

vovalve 3 to generate actuator commands ($2 is closed

in Fig. (12)).

The high-amplitude roll rate signal commands in the

10- to 20-Hz frequency range may have caused the

servoactuator reconfiguration. These high-frequency

w
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commands were outside the actuator's response capa-

bility. The first servovalve failure caused the flight

test to be terminated. In later flights, the actuators

were reset inflight, and the point was repeated until

it was successfully flown without a servovalve failure

indication. The long-term effects of the commanded

high frequency signals on the actuators is unknown at
this time.

A notch filter was designed and implemented for the

roll rate gyro path of the flight-control system (Fig. 2).

The roll-off characteristics of the actuator system of

the X-29A prevented this ASE interaction from be-

coming a limited amplitude oscillation or an ASE

instability.

Concluding Remarks

An aerostructural interaction was observed in the

lateral--directional axis of the flight-control system

during the high-angle-of-attack flight envelope ex-

pansion of the X-29A forward-swept wing aircraft.

The interaction consisted of an 11-, 13-, and 16-Hz

structural mode being excited by high buffet levels,

fed through the flight-control system, and then com-
manded to the control surface actuators. There was

a small magnitude aerodynamic excitation which was

induced by the control surface movement. The effects

of the excitation were washed out by the high level
of buffet excitation on the aircraft. The result of the

excitation was that this ASE interaction did not re-

suit in a closed-loop instability or a limited amplitude
oscillation.

The control surface actuators could not fully re-

spond to the high frequency commands induced by

the ASE interaction. This contributed to redundancy

management (hydraulic logic) miscompares between

the servovalve output pressures and to servoactuator

reconfiguration. This servoactuator failure indication

resulted in an increase of flight-test time and maneu-

vers to clear the desired high-angle-of-attack flight en-

velope safely. These ASE interactions were catalysts

for changes in the flight-control system including the

addition of a notch filter to the roll rate gyro path.
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Figure 1. X-29A forward-swept wing aircraft.
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